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ABSTRACT

Facebook discussion threads are often associated with a controversial exchange of views. This study
deals with these threads. In the theoretical part the author aims to look at Facebook as a separate internet
medium that requires active interaction from its users. He deals with Marshall McLuhan’s and Erving
Goffman’s theories and aims to work with the evolution of the social network. In the practical part the author
focuses on Facebook discussion threads themselves and on their participants. To cope with his research
problem, he employs two qualitative methods, discourse analysis of Facebook’s discussion threads and
semi-structured interviews with debaters. He tries to distinguish whether there are any interaction patterns,
discourse terminology used by debaters within discussion threads and he also aims to describe Facebook
discussion threads from an overall perspective. In semi-structured interviews with Facebook debaters the
main goal is to reveal the motivation to present their opinion online and reflection of the social platform itself.
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1. Changing the way we communicate: Facebook
as an extension
In his Understanding Media published in 1964, Marshall McLuhan defined medium as a message. He works
with the idea that individuals have embraced their environment to work in their favor. Every medium consists
of information that gives a deeper meaning to the things around us. In McLuhan’s theory, the medium works
as an extension of the individual.1
In various concepts, the medium could be characterized as transferring information from one point
to another2 or simply as a communication tool.3 But it was Joshua Meyrowitz who noticed that electronic
media not only provides easier access to information but also creates entirely new situations and types of
human behaviour.4 Meyrowitz works with the theory of Erving Goffman which examines interactions between
individuals through their theatrical performances. Goffman deals with a front region (that he describes as
a main stage), an audience, and a back region which is hidden to the audience.5 Meyrowitz points out that
the electronic media are wiping out these spaces and creating something he calls the “middle region”. In
the middle region the audience can watch the moves of the actor between the backstage and the stage.
The actor is aware of that situation and adapts his behaviour to it.6 According to Meyrowitz, the perspective
in Goffman’s theory is related to a physical location, but the nature of interactions is not defined by the
physical environment but by the information flow pattern instead.7
Since Facebook was first launched in 2004,8 connections between individuals have become more visible.
The possibility of ‘adding friends’ to someone’s profile led to competitiveness among some users. 9 We
could state that relationships between people gained a more materialistic value. Over the years Facebook
has implemented several features and functions (Groups, Pages, News Feed, Timeline, Reactions etc.) that
led to a transformation of the way we communicate online.
However, the biggest milestone was the invention of the News Feed in 2006.10 It was not just any
new feature; it was the whole algorithm that made Facebook unique for all its users. Facebook started to
prefer information that was relevant for specific users. As Kirkpatrick, the author of The Facebook Effect:
The Inside Story of the Company That Is Connecting the World, points out, Facebook has shifted the way
information is exchanged.
“Up until now, when you desired to get information about yourself to someone, you had to initiate a
process or “send” them something, as you do when you make a phone call, send a letter or an email, or
even conduct a dialogue by instant message. But News Feed reversed this process. Instead of sending
someone an alert about yourself, now you simply had to indicate something about yourself on Facebook
and Facebook would push the information out to your friends who, according to Facebook’s calculations
of what was likely to interest them, might be interested in the activity you were recording.”11
Not only has the creation of the News Feed produced a different way of sharing information, it has
also opened new possibilities for personalised advertising and has given users a space for an entirely new
kind of behaviour.
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Even though Meyrowitz’s theory focuses mainly on the television era, Marie Pospíšilová applies it to
Facebook. Pospíšilová points out that the interaction regions on Facebook are not always stable and change
according to individual users’ approach.12 According to her, the space on Facebook itself is differentiated,
users that were participating in her research were communicating both in the front and the back regions
and more importantly they considered the main page of Facebook as the “middle region”.13 However,
Pospíšilová points out that the behaviour of users within each region was not automatic but was created
through different phases of social networking. Strong links between individuals were created especially in
the back region (such as through integrated chat) where users communicated on a more personal level.14
Marie Pospíšilová also addressed the motivation of individuals to start using Facebook in the first
place. According to her, the reasons were heterogenic, but it was especially the curiosity, the urge of their
friends or simply the features and benefits that Facebook offered at the time. 15 The experimental phase
itself, according to Pospíšilová, was manifested by the fact that users were experimenting more with their
own identity. They also experimented with playing games or writing statuses (short updates about their
lives). Self-presentation was very crucial at this stage though its larger measure could lead either to user
categorisation or subsequent removal from a friend list.16
Facebook discussions are often associated with a controversial exchange of views. When commenting
on Facebook, users enter something that could be called “public space”, meaning the audience are not just
friends of these users but any person on Facebook that is interested in the same page, group or topic. It is
also important to mention that even the commentary section is sorted by Facebook’s algorithm. Jiří Homoláč
focused on internet discussions more closely. He did a discourse analysis of the comments published online
and distinguished several tendencies that were occurring in these comments. He noticed that discussions
are available on the internet for a longer period of time, that the debaters do not know who is online at the
time (whether the conversation is active or not), that the debaters use nicknames, that vulgarisms may
appear, that the discussion is managed by an administrator, and that trolls appear in discussions.17
On Facebook, users are forced to use their real names,18 but there are also people who pretend to be
someone else. Research conducted on the topic of fake identities in social media showed that users are
very likely to add a person they don’t know in real life to their friend list if the person is either a woman,
or has some friends in common (even though they do not have to know them in real life either).19 Fake
profiles could be used for several reasons. One of them is spreading fake news in the “public space” such
as the comments section. Fake news is described as articles that are deliberately false and aim to fool
their audience.20
Once a Facebook profile is created, users are tempted to interact with each other. Such pressure is
first and foremost manifested by sending friend requests to “People you may know”. Facebook is not
only a communication tool but goes much further by absorbing multiple functions of the internet itself.
It is constantly developing and providing new ways of self-presentation (live, stories, AR, etc.). As Marie
Pospíšilová found out, the reason why many people want to use the network is primarily the self-presentation
mentioned above. This may lead to the assumption that the main priority is not the shared content but the
features that Facebook is providing.
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In our research we focused on public discussion threads on Facebook and the users who participated
in such discussions. We intended to look at their interactions and also aimed to explain the reasons why
they enter the imaginary public podium shared amongst a broad audience. I consider Facebook to be one
of the most popular social networks in the Czech Republic. Based on research conducted by CVVM in April
2018, 70% of respondents that were using internet had a profile on Facebook as well.21

2. Methodology
The research consists of two qualitative methods, the first being the discourse analysis of discussion threads
shared on Facebook, and the second being semi-structured interviews with the debaters analyzed through
grounded theory. The main priority of the research was to find out how users interact with each other on
Facebook and to reveal who these users are and why they publicly share their opinions online to discuss
topics with other Facebook users.
Research questions
To cope with the research problem, we examined two main research questions. They are linked to several
sub-questions that were either based on the main research questions or emerged during the research.
How do the interactions in discussion threads on Facebook look?
How do Facebook users interact in debates with each other? Are there any similarities between interactions
that create more general discourse patterns such as the use of terminology, shared assumptions, or ways
of responding to other users? Is there a possibility that interactions can be quantified to sort debaters into
groups based on their type of interaction? Is it possible that the discussion environment affects the quality
of the discussions themselves?
Who are the debaters commenting in discussions on Facebook?
How do Facebook users reflect the Facebook environment? How do they reflect other debaters? What is
the main motivation to express their opinion and what is the intention to respond to other users? What do
the debaters feel when other users have a different opinion? And how do they react?
Sample
In order to make sure the debaters would exchange opposite views on particular topics, it was necessary
to choose three different topics that were dividing society at the time. Based on the analysis of daily press
that was conducted by Šafr and Špaček, the readers of different titles were also different.22 We supposed
that online media readers, as well as online discussion participants, may also differ. To prevent the debate
being influenced by the culture of expression of the chosen medium, we also decided to choose three
different media providers:
Names of Facebook pages in alphabetical order:
ČT24 – A part of Czech Television which is a public service broadcaster in the Czech Republic. The article,23
which is found on ČT24’s Facebook page, is summarizing the last presidential debate that aired on Czech
Television the day before the electoral vote. It was one of the first articles to address the presidential debate.
In our opinion, the topic is an elevation of the political disunity of Czech society.
We joined the discussion on Facebook on January 26th, 2018. There were 83 Top Comments that
contained sub-comments. Shared post had 204 reactions.
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iDnes.cz - A news server that belongs to MAFRA, a. s., media group. It is the online version of the daily
newspaper Mladá Fronta DNES. Another shared article,24 whose comments I chose to analyze was about a
YouTuber who published a video with a dead body found in the “Japanese suicide forest”. The selected topic
connects the social networks phenomenon while opening a discourse on the moral values of individuals,
as well as the concept of suicide and how social network viewers discuss it.
We joined the discussion on Facebook on January 19th, 2018. There were 190 Top Comments that
contained sub-comments. Shared post had 687 reactions.
Týdeník Respekt - The internet version of the weekly magazine that belongs to the publishing company
Economia. The article25 We chose deals with the #MeToo. A campaign that highlights sexual harassment
of women and which started with the affair of American film producer Harvey Weinstein. The topic is
questioning gender inequality, which has become a general problem in recent years, and opens a general
discourse on what is considered to be rape.
We joined the discussion on Facebook on January 24th, 2018. There were 27 Top Comments that
contained sub-comments. Shared post had 228 reactions.
The Facebook algorithm first displays the “Most relevant” comments but other options could be chosen
manually. These other options are “New” and “All comments”. Therefore, in each of the three cases, the
“All comments” option had to be chosen in order to get unfiltered content.
All comments are still accessible, meaning Facebook users can still comment, edit or delete them
completely. For easier coding performed in the program Atlas.ti, We’ve been forced to save Facebook posts
to PDF format. That is the reason why our analysis does not consider changes in content of the individual
discussions that took place after the date when the data corpus was used for the analysis. From the ethical
point of view, Facebook considers all comments to be public information. Moreover, the public information
can be even associated with someone outside the Facebook.26
The process of choosing a sample of respondents for semi-structured interviews was made more difficult
by outdated comments posted on Facebook. The original intention was to directly address users that took
part in the analyzed discussions. However, by the time the interviews were conducted, discussions were
not up to date anymore. Another complication was the social network itself. Facebook sorts messages
from “strangers” (i.e. from people who are not friends on Facebook) to a specific and less visible folder. we
were therefore forced to re-evaluate the situation and address respondents through connections on our
own Facebook profile, while the selection conditions remained the same. Most participants were chosen
using a snowball sampling technique. In the spirit of the snowball sampling technique our first respondents
suggested other individuals to participate in interviews. Users had to be active in commenting and they
had to post comments in a certain way. In total we chose eight respondents. The chosen group consisted
of four women and four men aged 25-39 years old. Half of them had tertiary education and the other half
had secondary education. In one case, the participant had secondary education without a school-leaving
examination. All participants agreed to take part in our research and remained anonymous. We are aware
of the small sample, but every participant represented one group that emerged from the discourse analysis.
Exchanging views on Facebook turned out to be something I could call a phenomenon - a large proportion
of Facebook users are following the comments. Moreover, some of them use the commentary section to
help them form their own opinions.
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3. Discourse analysis: Topics dividing society. Who are the
debaters and are there any communication patterns?

As a part of the analysis of debates, We have discovered many general discourses and views on each of
the topics that were dividing society at the time. However, within this study We only intend to take a deeper
look at the resemblance and patterns that have begun to emerge in the discussions. Even though the topics
might seem different, the debaters act in a similar way in many cases.
Desire for interaction
All users that participated in the discussions on Facebook showed the same intention to express their opinion
or attitude to the presented topic in some way. However, in many cases one common feature emerged. In
addition to expressing their opinion, users often targeted their posts to get feedback from other users. In
other words, comments that were controversial in some way or contained a question trying to make others
interested in expressing themselves occurred more frequently. Such “desire for interaction” raises the
question whether users are either looking for interaction with other debaters, or whether they are in need
of some support to help strengthen their opinion in order to confirm that they are right, or if the main goal
is a desire to publicly be involved in an argument with someone they can possibly intimidate.
Controversies and questions in the main comments produced the most frequently commented-on
threads. In general, the more controversial the post was, the more likely other users responded. But
Facebook’s algorithm helped it as well. As mentioned above, Facebook selects the most relevant and
interesting comments for its users. The comments showed at the top are the comments that received the
greatest appreciation from others, whether passively or actively being discussed. Whether it is a reaction
with a built-in feature (i.e. Like, Love, Haha, Wow, Sad, Angry) or a number of answers to the main comment.
This can result in a false impression that comments on social networking are always “offensive”. But this
is not entirely the case. Facebook shows the “most interesting” comments first and the rest stay hidden in
the background. Another factor that played a crucial role in the “desire for interaction” was the option to
tag someone. Debaters could tag either their friends to share an article or to engage with a specific person
within the discussion (they didn’t have to be friends with that person). The users who were most commonly
referred to were those who needed reactions to their comment from others. There was an intention to send
them a warning and to let them know that another user is interested in their opinion. It especially appeared
in the controversial comments mentioned above or in disagreements when there was an offensive encounter
with someone else. It should be noted that when users joined the discussion, Facebook sent them an alert
right away. This meant there was no need to tag a person to get them notified. “Desire for interaction”
appeared within all discussions we analysed. The tagging itself was the most common manifestation of
any interactions between users on Facebook.
Comments should be humorous
“Desire for interaction” is only one of the many tendencies that occurred in analysed threads. Then there
were humorous comments. Users often aimed to write funny and witty comments in order to entertain other
users and gain their positive feedback. In this case, their desire for recognition and appreciation exceeded
their desire for interaction, which would have otherwise been indicated using the “tagging” feature. In
some cases, the specific humour of the comments could serve as a tool to ridicule other users or to use
as a weapon in more heated exchanges. In other cases, users shared humorous videos, memes, stickers
(integrated images on Facebook, mostly referring to pop culture or random characters), or gifs. Even a
reaction in such a way could cause the desire for interaction among other users.
The opinion creation and its presentation
Not every comment primarily served as entertainment. Some users were more likely to comment on a
subject that corresponded with their own point of view and they were greatly concerned about how their
comment would appear. In most cases, users expressed their own attitude to the topic or promoted and
explained their point of views. Such comments were, in most cases, more extensive than others and they
attempted to present the most important arguments or counterarguments that arose on the subject. Despite
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its length, the overall impression suggested some kind of “request for empathy”. Users who wrote more
detailed comments and cared about the seriousness of their opinions tended to care about validation from
other users and their empathy or understanding.
Distrust of the media
Another common aspect that occurred was that the users across the analysed comments showed a certain
degree of distrust of the media. Some have questioned the objectivity of the media. Others have shown a
general distrust of the media, but have also shown doubt about individual articles, television broadcasters
or misleading titles. Distrust and exaggerated media criticism may be related to the fact that some users
are unable to accept a different opinion, do not want to believe in shared information or fail to correctly
disclose fake news and are sceptical of some media providers.
Conflict with a person that has a different point of view
In the case of interaction between users, they either endorsed each other with similar opinions or disagreed
with each other. Such activity can be divided into passive (liking posts, adding integrated responses,
images, gifs, etc.) and active categories (when users reacted directly with their comments). We will focus
on the active interaction. Disagreeing user behaviour can be interpreted as offensive or defensive. In a case
of verbal attack, users were likely to argue with their opinions, use vulgarisms, insult other users or even
exaggerate certain opinions. Disagreements also appeared in a defensive form when users attempted to
defend their opinions. In many cases, defensive comments occurred in response to an attack when users
were looking for arguments to defend their views.
Users trying to act superior
Interactions between users did not take place without manifestations of superiority. Mostly it was a part
of offensive disagreements, but in many cases manifestations of superiority also appeared as defensive
disagreements. This could have been caused by the fact that users were more likely to respond this way in
case of arguing. The manifestations of superiority, unlike previous ways of communication, were split into
several ways of interaction. One of the most common manifestations of superiority was the devaluation of
another user’s opinion. In essence, users completely discarded any view different from theirs. Some users
even consciously attacked hobbies of other users which they either found on their profiles or sourced from
the discussion thread. Grammar became another expression of supremacy. In some cases, users corrected
the grammatical mistakes of other users. They used proper grammar to manifest their superiority. Discussions
also included an aspect of moral condemnation of other commentators. The topic dealt with the idea of
“normality”, which worked as a sign of superiority over someone else. As a result, users judged others on
the basis of their published opinions.
Who are the debaters
Based on the discourse analysis, We were able to sort users according to the way they interacted publicly
on Facebook. Noticing similarities in their comments and reappearing trends, We managed to sort users
into 8 categories. Even though these categories appear independently, they should be understood as mere
roles individuals play and change according to the current course of an ongoing discussion.
• Taggers
The term Tagger refers to the user who intentionally tags friends or users outside of their friendship
circle, in order to show them the post or to get feedback. Users that tag other people in their comments
are more likely to desire interaction than users in other groups. Such desire can also be related to
their self-presentation because if they tag someone from their Facebook friends list, this event will
also be shown to other Facebook friends.
• Comics
Users who act as Comics try to write funny or witty comments. In most cases they presented their
opinion in a way that allowed them to reach and engage with as many people as possible. Such posts
will receive more passive feedback from other users. People who belong in this group of Comics
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include users who contribute funny pictures to the discussion, or share memes, gifs, or funny videos.
Their main goal is to entertain themselves and others.
Trolls
Comics sometimes manifest as Trolls. They tend to write sarcastically, ridicule a topic of discussion, or
even mock individual users. Trolls can also post their posts as satire or attack other users. However,
they primarily enjoy themselves at the expense of others.
Critics
Critics appeared in every discussion we analysed. Their main goal was to negate the topic or the
debate itself. Based on the published content, the criticism lacked a humorous sense. It could
be stated that the comments posted by Critics were rather serious. Criticism worked as a way of
presenting a dissenting opinion. Critics may not only criticize the topic, but they can also assess the
objectivity of the media.
Moralists
Moralists tend to judge the topic, or even other users based on the concept of normality, and most of
all, their perception of normality. Unlike Critics, Moralists do not want to negate the topic or opinions
of others, but rather morally condemn them. Moralists mostly share their personal experiences and
present alternative approaches to the behaviour of the individuals or to the presentation of a subject.
Experts
Experts not only overestimate their knowledge of the commented-on issue, they also genuinely believe
they know more than the participants of the discussion. They tend to show their alleged intellectual
skills and are more likely than other groups to refuse different points of view.
Attackers
Attackers verbally challenge other debaters in the discussion threads. They are more likely to attack
other users when they have no arguments left or when a strong disagreement with the other person
occurs. Attackers can even deride the hobbies of other users. For example, they use information
obtained from the profile accounts of the other debaters to make their attacks more personal.
Fans
Fans are primarily involved in the debate because the topic reflects their personal beliefs. They usually
agree with the article and published opinions which they tend to defend and further discuss in the
discussion threads. Fans can therefore act as “defenders” of the topic in case the topic is attacked
by an attacker.

4. Grounded Theory: Reflection on the content shared on Facebook.
Exchange of views presented on Facebook

Our first intention was to select participants for semi-structured interviews according to the groups that
emerged from our analyses. This intention proved wrong since every participant was talking about situations
where they held more than just one group characteristic. Groups, therefore, should be perceived as roles that
debaters play in a particular moment. Just as in Goffman’s concept, it was a form of self-presentation where
the roles of individuals shaped their own personality. As a result, it depended on the type of discussion and
the mood of users themselves. The debaters could play more than one role, even within the same discussion.
Reflection on the roles that appeared in the discussion threads
Based on semi-structured interviews, Tagging was mainly perceived as a means of attracting the attention
of others, especially friends of participants. The function itself was mainly considered an effective way of
transferring information on the social network. Users were aware that tagging was a form of involving others
in the discussion, but it also served as a way to avoid interaction with other users. By tagging a user, it is
easier to share the information with your friend or opponent without the risk of involving others. The tagged
user is suddenly a part of the discussion (mostly unwillingly). Moreover, the post where the users are tagged
is then displayed to all their friends. Taggers can also use the feature to support and express their own
views or beliefs. However, it is primarily used to attract the attention of other users.
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Humorous comments on Facebook can be easily misunderstood and spark another exchange of views,
which may then have an impact outside the internet. This is mainly because the internet lacks the context
of face-to-face communication. The Trolls ridicule others for their own amusement. But they have a lot to
do with Comics as well because they share comments containing a humorous tone that are mainly aimed
to reach a wider audience. “Trolling” can be a form of attack, criticism, ridicule or degradation of a different
opinion. It can also be a form of defence of any personal attitude.
Critics and Moralists also have much in common. Critics tend to belittle different views and opinions of
others and they often display their distrust of media. Their views are limited by their own narrow perspective.
Moralists defend the notion of normality and tend to morally condemn others. The criticism of other users’
comments may be based on impulsiveness or the lack of constructiveness. Some users can condemn other
debaters based on the way they present their points or simply because of specific communication ethics.
The moral condemnation of users is closely related to the concept of normality, in other words what other
users perceive as normal. If the perception differs, it is very easy to condemn others.
When users act as Experts, they respond in a distinctive way whereby they present themselves as
superior in knowledge about the topic they are debating. They either pretend to know the topic very well
or truly understand the issue. They usually comment on current topics and try to form an opinion that they
continue to present afterwards. The main characteristic is the desire to comment and spread their views. It is
usually the dissemination of information from a source that coincides with the opinion of the individual user.
The Attacker is a role that no one wanted to be identified with because of its negative perception.
However, most of the respondents had experience with acting offensively within the discussion threads.
In most cases, these attacks were somehow provoked by other Facebook users. Attacks were mainly
manifested because of strong emotions within the thread. Conflict with a different view, and possible
provocation from the other side, also led to aggressive attacks. John Suler has dealt with the phenomenon
of online disinhibition. Individuals behave more openly on the Internet and tend to present themselves in a
different way than they would do outside of the internet. Online attacks may not correspond to their reallife behaviour.27 Based on our interviews with otherwise non-conflict users, We believe that the same thing
could be assumed about Facebook attacks.
The Fans are mainly interested in the topic because it is close to their own beliefs. Once the topic
was questioned, they tended to act as its “defenders”. Users who presented themselves as Fans followed
the topics they were interested in and that were close to them. As soon as someone presented a different
view on the topic, they were more likely to participate in commenting. The line between The Fans and The
Attackers was thus very thin and The Fans could easily resort to attacking other views and opinions.
Perception of Facebook’s environment
All interviewed users have been actively using Facebook since 2009. Their main motivation for joining the
network was either the initiative from users that were already using Facebook, or the number of benefits
Facebook provided at the time. Users often talked about the declining trend in their Facebook activity.
While the first years of use were rather active (i.e. posting statuses several times a day, using most of the
features), they now reflected on their activity in rather passive engagement. Mark Zuckerberg also noticed
the declining trend in users’ activity and promised to change the platform in his open letter shared in
January 2018.28 However, the declining trend in activity does not correlate to declining communication with
friends and acquaintances on the integrated chat or Messenger app. Users mainly understood Facebook
as a communication tool. Communication and social networking were considered the main reason why
they spend most of their time online. Some users stated that they use Facebook constantly. Interaction
and easier transfer of information is one of the reasons people are constantly returning to Facebook and
why the social network is still a relevant and popular tool despite the decline in user activity. Some users
27
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have agreed that they spend most of their day on Facebook, despite knowing that it is time-consuming.
Facebook was considered a part of their lives rather than an entertainment platform. Moreover, they did
not talk about Facebook as a mere social network but as something that affects their lives. In McLuhan’s
terminology, they talked about Facebook as an extension of themselves. Users also reflected on the fact
that Facebook not only serves as a tool of communication but also as a marketing tool to generate specific
content or even profit. Despite knowing some of Facebook’s deficiencies, such as time consumption, privacy,
or the spread of false information, everyone evaluated Facebook rather positively. In one case there was a
negative social assessment of the social network. However, that could have been caused by data leakage
since the interview was realized shortly after the 2018 data leakage affair.29
The content on Facebook consists of posts that users share. Moreover, the content is always unique
and personalised for all users thanks to the News Feed algorithm. Users usually see posts that are relevant
to them. It turned out that the content users said they saw on Facebook’s main page also corresponded
with their personal interests. Even though users were interested in different topics, some of them had
one in common. It was politics. Interestingly, not all users were actively interested in politics, yet political
posts on Facebook have come to them. As Facebook users gradually switched to passivity, a similar trend
occurred in discussion threads. The active form of commenting was the formation and publishing of the
comment itself. The passive form was mainly reflected in the evaluation of the comments based on the
built-in reactions on Facebook. Some users were commenting in their groups of interest because the groups
had a limited audience (though in some cases, they were open groups to which every Facebook user was
able join). Users have reached a certain paradox. Publishing opinion “publicly” in discussion threads was
followed by greater fear than posting opinions in a group. But the group could also be public. We therefore
think that users in a certain group feel that they are surrounded by people with similar opinions and find it
easier to seek support. Users often reflected on Facebook discussions as a great opportunity to sort out
information, find individuals who have similar opinions, and in some cases the discussions had a great
impact in forming their own opinion.
Exchange of the views presented on Facebook
Discussions on Facebook caused different feelings in every user. Some reflected on them as a tool to form
their opinions, whilst others saw them as a chance to present their attitude or as an instrument to persuade
other users. There were also those who tried to avoid discussion threads because they did not understand
the meaning, or because they reflected on them as a cause of negative emotions. However, it turned out
that even these users, despite their reluctance to join the discussions, had been involved in some cases.
Weight of individual opinions
Everyone agreed that each user has the same right to express their opinion, whether they agree with it or
not. However, they did not value every opinion fairly. Users tended to show confirmation bias. Opinions
that somehow correlated with their own attitude were more important to them than opinions that were
diametrically different.30 On several occasions, users even talked about situations where a different opinion
had no value to them. However, more general characteristics of individuals such as education or success
influenced the weight of published comments as well.
Active and passive engagement in discussion threads
Users agreed that the main impulse to engage in the discussion, whether in active or passive form, were
emotions that the discussion or topic raised. As soon as the discussion elevated attention, they started
to seek comments that corresponded to their own beliefs and were more prone to “like” them. The “like”
function therefore represented a consenting way of showing their attitude towards the subject. If they
disagreed, they were likely to use other Facebook responses or actively participate in the commentary
29
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section. When users were forced to think about the Facebook reactions (i.e. Like, Love, Haha, Wow, Sad,
Angry), they reflected their dual meaning. Some users used the “Love” and the “Haha” reaction in both
positive and negative ways. The negative impact could then represent an attack or ridicule of another user.
Active engagement in discussion had various motives and reasons. Users wanted either to stand up,
convince other debaters to change their opinions, share their own experience, criticize or to ridicule. In
most cases it was impulsiveness that played a big part in publishing comments online.
Reflection on conflict with a person that has a different view
When users were exposed to a diametrically different opinion, they usually experienced negative emotions.
Negative emotions were the main cause of engagement in the debate. Once users actively debated with a
person that had a different view, they were primarily inclined to refute their opinion in some way. Participants
stated that they were likely to argue with an opposing opinion once they were active in the discussion. In
some cases, despite negative emotions, they tried to ignore the comments because they were aware that
the exchange of views does not lead anywhere.
What the participants thought about the discussions and their actors?
When Facebook users were reflecting on what characterises a good and bad discussion, they agreed that
good discussion should contain strong arguments, be factual, and be relevant. It should not be based
entirely on emotions and impulsiveness. However, not only did users themselves admit that emotions are
noticeable in most of the discussion threads, they also stated that emotions are the key factor for joining the
discussion. The cause of such emotions could be explained by the fact that when individuals enter public
debates, they are more likely to see diametrically different opinions than what they are used to on their own
personalised main page. Bad discussions were reflected on as debates where individuals let themselves be
carried away by emotions, attack each other, and do not use strong arguments. Participants were also asked
to reflect on other debaters. They perceived them as more extrovert types with an inclination to impulsivity.
Some respondents also felt that other debaters are not afraid to express their opinions and they assumed
that they are more likely to have spare time and tend to have a weak social capital.

5. Conclusion
Users who participated in discussion threads on Facebook showed a “desire for interaction”. In most cases,
the desire was caused by sharing controversial posts, questions, or by tagging other users. Their comments
were either humorous or on the contrary, they tried to act seriously. In some cases, users showed distrust of
the media. Interactions between users could be divided into active or passive behaviour. Active interactions
were either affirmative when users were mutually supportive or dissenting, either offensive or defensive. In
many cases, users acted superior or ridiculed other users’ interests. However, passive interactions between
users may also be affirmative or dissenting but were mainly reflected in the form of liking posts, sharing
memes or gifs. The behaviour of debaters within discussion threads showed similarities that led to the
division of users into eight groups: Taggers, Comics, Trolls, Critics, Moralists, Experts, Attackers, and Fans.
Based on semi-structured interviews, groups should be understood as roles that debaters play because
participants were mentioning situations where they acted in different roles. They could play more than one
role in each debate. They reflected on Facebook as a tool for communication, marketing, and easier access
to information. Interviewed debaters reflected on the declining trend in Facebook activity. Similar findings
emerged from research conducted by Marie Pospíšilová. She found out that shortly after the creation of a
Facebook profile the user activity was most frequent. It was a phase of experiments with features and selfpresentation.31 Facebook users that participated in discussion threads were either active (commenting) or
passive (using built-in Facebook reactions). The weight of other users’ opinions varied according to how it
corresponded with their own personal beliefs. The main motivation to join the discussion was caused by
emotions. While different opinions elevated negative emotions and efforts to participate in discussions with
31
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the hope of changing the debater’s point of view, emotion-based discussions were characterised negatively.
On the other hand, users reflected that good discussions should be based primarily on good arguments,
not just on emotions and impulsiveness. Despite some objections, Facebook and its discussions were
mostly reflected on positively.
At the beginning of this study we opened the question whether Facebook is changing the way people
communicate online. Surprisingly most of the interviewed users understood Facebook as an extension of
themselves instead of mere communication tool. The features that Facebook is providing not only happened
to be part of their everyday communication, but part of their lives outside the social network as well. Based
on both analyses we conducted, we can state that Facebook is helping to transform communication to a
higher emotional level. Emotions are not just the main motivation to present opinions online but also the
driver for posting any content.
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